
 

 

Save the Date! 

Pre K News 
Ms Amanda and Ms Nicole 

What we want to  
know about balls….  

Leko: How do people make balls so 
heavy? 
August: The balls are big. 
Ava: Why do balls have tiny white 
circles?  
Garv: Why do balls bounce? 
Pavit: What are balls made of? 
Aadarsh: Why are balls clean, 
shiny, slippery, and bumpy? 
Jeevanshi: Why are balls so stuffy 
with cotton? 
Vivienne: Why do balls have 
shapes (like hexagons)? 
A.J.:  How do you put air inside a 
ball? 
Samar: Why do you kick the ball? 
Tanish: How do you throw a ball? 
Rnwh: Why do balls have shapes 
on them? 

Information And Reminders 
Snack Update: We are no longer in need of snack! Thank you to 

all for your timely contributions throughout the year!     
Transition To Kindergarten Workshop – June 12th :   The PreK 

and Kindergarten Teams cordially invite you to attend a 
Transition To Kindergarten Workshop on Tuesday, June 12th 
from 5:30-6:00. The PreK Team will explain how we have been 
preparing the children for Kindergarten these last months and 
how you can support this process over the summer. Ms Porter 
(LCCS Kindergarten teacher) and Mr. Hogan will also be on 
hand to answer any questions you may have about Kindergarten. 

Snack Family 
 

Ball Celebration 
Bowling Trip 

6-12-18  
8:45-11:30 

Family Picnic at 
Lincoln Park                           
Morning 6-19-18  

Transition 
To 

Kindergarten 
Workshop 

6-12-18 

5:30-6:00 

Thank you for your 
generosity this 

year. We are no 
longer in need of 

snack! 
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WOW! Wallaby Tales Comes To LCCS 
All three PreK classes were enraptured when Wallaby Tales 
traveling zoo came to visit LCCS this week! Our visitor began by 
sharing a chinchilla with us. We learned chinchilla’s have 60 
hairs coming out of one hair follicle; that’s what makes them so 
soft!  We all had an opportunity to pet this beautiful creature and 
agreed it was indeed incredibly soft! Garv later shared, “The fur 
(on the chinchilla) was so soft! I couldn’t believe it!” We also 
learned a lot about Bubbles the pot belly pig. Aadarsh recalled, 
“Bubbles had tusks!” We learned the difference between tortoises, 
terrapins, and turtles – you can tell them apart by their feet! The 
hedgehog was definitely a favorite. To protect itself, it rolls up 
into a ball! The big finale was not only a wallaby, which is in the 
kangaroo family, but her joey (baby) in her pouch! Tanish 
excitedly exclaimed, “The baby just jumped out of the mommy’s 
pouch!” It was a moment the children will not soon forget! 

Stick Bugs Return For A Visit… 
The children were very happy to have the stick bugs return for a 
brief visit this week.  It was quite comical to hear the children say 
things like: “They’ve gotten soooo big!” and “They’ve grown 
soooo much!”  As if they were distant family members reunited 
after a long absence from each other! 

Sink or Float? 
This week the children experimented with sink or float concepts. 
We began first by clarifying the definition of sink and float. 
Floating, we decided, is when an object remains on top of the 
water, and sinking is when it gets covered by water or touches the 
bottom of the water container.  Balls were chosen from our 
collection and we went to work predicting and then proving or 
disproving our hypothesis. We attempted to keep track of our 
finding with tally marks and were surprised by some of our 
findings! 

Bouncing Balls 
We tested balls in our collection and tried to figure out which balls 
bounced the highest.  We discovered some balls, such as cotton 
balls and marbles don’t bounce at all, while other balls such as 
rubber balls bounce quite high. We even have one ball with 
suction cups that doesn't bounce, but sticks to the floor when you 
try to bounce it! The children also played a bouncing ball game 
requiring them to bounce balls into a container to collect points! 
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